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Presentation Notes
Welcome, Introductions, Handouts of PresentationExplanation of AHRS numbers attached to each building – These numbers are identifiers within the Alaska Historic Resource Survey system, and aid in identifying individual properties within the state-wide database.



Standards and Guidelines

 The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties provides guidance on appropriate treatment 
methods for historic properties.

 Intended to promote historic preservation best practices in order to 
protect historic and cultural properties.

 The Secretary of the Interior Guidelines offer general design and 
technical recommendations for the each treatment method in 
relation to specific materials, structural systems, site, and setting. 

Together, the Standards and Guidelines can be used to responsibly 
carry out historic preservation projects.
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Presentation Notes
When it comes to the conservation of historic properties, clear direction is often needed in order to successfully develop a suitable treatment plan.Beginning in the 1907s, the Department of the Interior and the National Park Service began to publish standards and guidelines to provide clarity and guidance regarding appropriate treatment measures for historic properties. They have been regularly updated as practices evolved over time, and are referred to as the Secretary of the Interior Standards and Guidelines. They are commonly referred to as SoI Standards.While The Standards provide general guidance, they do not contain concrete, project-specific solutionsRather, they describe the four recommended treatment methods which make up the bulk of historic preservation projects – Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, and Reconstruction.The Guidelines, by contrast, are designed to assist practitioners in the application of SoI Standards Treatment Methods to all building treatment activities.The established guidelines provide direction consistent with the conditions addressed in The StandardsConsist of general design guidelines and technical recommendations, specific to each treatment method.Project specific advice is not provided within the guidelines.Like the standards they are based on, the guidelines provide general direction for work under each of the treatment alternatives.



Treatment Methods

Preservation Rehabilitation

Restoration Reconstruction
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Presentation Notes
There are four treatment methods, generally listed by order of severity.Each method is defined as its own approachThe execution of any of the treatments requires that careful preliminary research be completed prior to work to avoid compromising a building’s historic character and integrity by way of an unsuitable treatment planThe four primary treatment types are: Preservation;Rehabilitation;Restoration; and ReconstructionJust as the words sound, the methods increase in the level of activity to be undertaken. Preservation generally involves the least amount of activity, and is intended to keep the building while reconstruction requires the most and is generally not considered a recommended treatment.A distinctive set of guidelines has been established for each of the four alternatives.Prior to deciding on a treatment, each alternative should be analyzed for its suitability within the context of resource and the particular needs of the project.



Preliminary Research

What to Consider when 
Choosing a Treatment

The relative 
importance 

of the 
property

The 
property’s 
physical 
condition

The 
suitability of 
new uses

Mandated 
code 

requirements
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Presentation Notes
Careful consideration of various factors relating to the condition, significance, and use of a historic resource will lead to the best treatment alternativeThe resource’s relative importance within the scope of historic context may provide insight into its relative significanceThorough research should focus on determining: The resource’s relation to historic contextsThe occurrence of significant historic events associated with the resource; and Whether the design was the work of a master architect or craftsman, or unique or exemplary within the associated historical cultural landscape.The resource’s physical condition should also be investigatedThe level of material integrity should be assessed as well as any previous alterationsIf there have been previous alterations, these should be investigated to determine whether they contribute to the historical significanceExample – the Catholic Church downtown is not in it’s original location, but the fact that it was dragged by horse across the Chena River during the winter in order to be closer to the hospital adds significantly to the historic context.Example – a road built over an archaeological site does not add to the historic significanceIf the resource will not maintain its historic use due to the project scope, the suitability of the new use should be determined in order to avoid adverse effects to the historic character and integrityPotential alterations for a new use that do not fit a historic building can result in the unnecessary removal of original materials and featuresExample – a bike path built over a prehistoric graveyard is probably not a compatible use for the site.In addition to these considerations, mandated code requirements should always be factored into planning for treatment workA successful treatment plan will balance code compliance activities with preservation goals



Preservation

 “The act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the 
existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic property.” 

 Applicable to historic properties where character-defining features 
are intact.

 Treatment work focuses on:
 Resource maintenance; and 
 The least invasive repairs to retain historic features.
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Presentation Notes
Preservation, by definition, is “the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic property”As a treatment, preservation is applicable to historic properties where significant and character-defining materials and features are intact, having survived unaltered over timeWork under this treatment focuses on maintenance and repair work using the least invasive repair methods for the sake of retaining historic features, such as cleaningAdditionally, upgrades to mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and similar code compliance improvements may be acceptable within the overall scope of preservation work if the modifications remain consistent with preservation goals 



Preservation Guidelines

 Character-defining materials 
and features must be 
identified and maintained.

 Examples of character-
defining features for Fort 
Wainwright include:

 The hip and gable roofs of 
the World War II era 
buildings;

 Exposed structural 
elements in the North 
Post warehouse 
buildings; and

 The North Post parade 
ground.

Building 1051 (FAI-00456) contains a hip and gable roof, a 
characteristic of the World War II era buildings on Post.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following preservation guidelines, as well as the guidelines for the other three treatment alternatives, are meant to assist practitioners in the application of the SoI Standards to historic preservation projectsThe standards have been provided in the handout for your reference and the guidelines will be detailed as followsQuestions regarding the standards can be directed to the Cultural properties Section staffFirst, architectural materials and features that help to define a resource’s historic character should be identifiedExamples of elements that define the character of buildings within the Ladd Field National Historic Landmark and Historic District include:Exterior features like the hip and gable roofs of the World War II era buildings; andInterior features like the exposed structural elements inside the North Post warehouse buildingsFeatures of the site and setting around the buildings, such as the North Post parade ground, may also help to define character 



Preservation Guidelines

 Maintenance activities for preservation projects involve a minimal 
amount of intervention.  Maintenance measures are generally 
unobtrusive and are the preferred treatment.

 Repairs may be warranted when historic features show signs of 
deterioration.

 Replacement of historic materials is not an option under the 
guidelines for preservation.

Maintain Repair Replace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following diagram for prioritizing treatment work serves as a general rule for all historic buildingsMaintenance measures are always preferred because they are generally unobtrusiveReplacement of character-defining features should always be a last resort measure reserved for historic elements that are too far deteriorated to be repaired or possess inherent flawsReplacement is not an option under the guidelines for preservation.  Such a measure is only applicable to rehabilitation or restoration workMaintenance activities for preservation projects involve a minimal amount of intervention and include such activities as:Rust removal;Caulking;Cleaning of roof gutter systems;Limited paint removal; and Re-application of finishes and protective coatings.Repair measures may be acceptable when historic features show signs of weakness and deteriorationThe least degree of intervention is the recommended approach for repair workMaterials should be reinforced as needed and by way of accepted preservation methodsReinforcement measures may include patching or splicing to improve a materials durability and strengthRepair materials must be compatible with original building materials for the sake of preserving the building’s historic characterHowever, repair work should also display clear differentiation upon close examination in order to avoid difficulty differentiating between historic and new materials 



Preservation Example – Brick Apartment House

Brick Apartment House, Dutch Harbor Naval Operating Base and Fort Mears NHL, 
Dutch Harbor, Alaska. (UNL-00113)
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Presentation Notes
Brick apartment house at the radio station, Dutch Harbor Naval Operating Base and Fort Mears, US Army, located in Dutch Harbor, Unalaska, AlaskaOriginal US Army building and believed to be the first and only brick building located in the AleutiansThe building’s character defining features including brick (and slate) materials, symmetrical layout, and simplistic Tudor-revival styleLittle work has been done to the building since the closure of the base following the end of World War II, allowing the building to retain its features without alterationThe building condition has been assessed several times, and only minimal work has been done to maintain the structure in its current form.This is an example of preservation of a military building in Alaska, although no longer part of an operating military base. The goal at present is to prevent the building from deteriorating further. Other uses may be explored at a later time, and may trigger more in-depth treatment methods.



Rehabilitation

 “The act or process of making possible a compatible use for a 
property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving 
those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or 
architectural values.”  

 Applicable to historic properties where: 

 Features and finishes have become severely damaged or deteriorated;
 Repair or replacement work will be required;
 The functional use will be changed; or
 New additions will be constructed.

 Replacement of historic materials may be an acceptable option if 
damage to materials is severe or if features are missing 
completely.
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Rehabilitation is defined as “the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values”This treatment is suitable for historic properties where: Significant material features and finishes have become severely damaged or deteriorated and will require repair or replacement work; or The functional use will be changedThe treatment is also applicable to properties where new additions will be constructedAs directed under the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, replacement using traditional or substitute materials may be an acceptable option under certain conditionsDamage to or deterioration of original materials must be severe or features must be missing completely



Rehabilitation Guidelines

 The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation allow 
for limited replacement in kind 
when:

 Original materials are severely 
deteriorated or partially missing 
and;

 Materials have surviving prototypes.

 Full replacement may be allowable 
when original materials are 
irreparable.

 Salvageable historic materials 
should never be removed or 
replaced.

Damage from a flood in 1969 required the 
replacement of original materials and finishes on the 

first floor and in the basement of Building 1555. 
(FAI-00467)
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Preliminary measures for rehabilitation projects are essentially the same as those for preservation treatmentsThe difference between the two treatment alternatives comes with the guidelines for repairing and replacing historic featuresLike the guidelines for preservation, repair work should start with the least amount of intervention possibleIn contrast to the preservation standards, rehabilitation directives allow for the possibility of limited replacement in kind, or with a compatible substitute, of severely deteriorated or partially missing original materials to which there are surviving prototypesIt is preferred that replacement materials be in kind with the historic materialHowever, when this is not a realistic option, a substitute material may be acceptableSubstitute materials must convey the same visual appearance as the historic materialRehabilitation guidelines also allow for full replacement of character-defining features when the level of deterioration of original materials is so severe that they are irreparableThe preference is always to replace whole features in kindHowever, like repair work, a substitute material may be acceptable when in kind materials cannot be acquiredWhen entire character-defining elements of a historic building are missing, replacement is generally preferred over simple acceptance of the lossIf a sufficient amount of archival and physical documentation can be compiled for missing features to produce an accurate replacement, it may be acceptable to rebuild lost elementsIt should be noted that historic materials should never be removed and replaced with new materials if there is any possibility that features can be repaired and appropriately preserved



 New additions on historic 
buildings should be avoided if at 
all possible. 

Alternative solutions to 
accommodate new uses should 
be investigated.

When they are warranted, new 
additions should:

 Be clearly differentiated from the 
historic building and;

 Refrain from adversely affecting 
character-defining features.

The 1970s addition to Building 1541 (FAI-00503) 
shows clear differentiation but fails to harmonize with 

historic materials of the original building, thus 
compromising the building’s integrity and character.

Rehabilitation Guidelines
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New additions to properties are typically built to accommodate a new useAs directed under the rehabilitation guidelines:The construction of new additions on historic properties should be avoided if at all possible; andAlternative measures for accommodating new uses, such as altering secondary non character-defining interior spaces, should be investigatedWhen a new addition is warranted, care should be taken to design the new work so that it can be differentiated from the original building in order to avoid a false historical appearance while not detracting from the historic characterAdditionally, the new work should not adversely affect character-defining features



Rehabilitation Example – Building 1555

Building 1555 (Post Headquarters) (FAI-00467)
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Rehabilitation differs from the other three treatments because it allows for the possibility of additions and alterationsHowever, modifications of this nature must be sensitive to the historic character and integrity of a buildingMeasures should be taken to ensure the protection of historically significant materials and features during addition and alteration activitiesThe series of alterations to building 1555 serve as an example of past rehabilitation activities on PostThe building has been altered multiple times to accommodate new uses and changing needsLarge primary interior spaces have been divided to facilitate new functions; and Significant historic finishes and features have been removedWhile these alterations have greatly compromised the historic interior character and integrity of the building, the rehab treatment does allow for greater flexibility with a change of use or a new additionHowever, these changes should always work to preserve as much of the historic fabric as possible 



Restoration

 “The act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and 
character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time 
by means of the removal of features from other periods in its 
history and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration 
period.” 

Building 1024 (FAI-00449) provides an example of restoration 
work on Post.
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While there have been few restoration projects and no reconstruction projects on Post, it is important to understand the basic guidelines and principles behind these treatment types and the ways that they differ from preservation and rehabilitationRestoration, by definition, is “the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of the removal of features from other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period”In contrast to preservation work, where a resource is maintained and preserved in its present state, a restored building is intentionally altered to make it appear as it did at a specific, and its most historically significant, time in historyFor the most part, preliminary measures for restoration projects are the same as those for preservation and rehabilitation treatments with the exception that:Only historic features from the restoration period are researched, protected, and maintained or repairedReplacement measures focus on replacing severely deteriorated restoration era featuresLike with preservation and rehabilitation, the preference is always to use in kind materials for replacement workHowever, a compatible substitute may be acceptable if in kind materials cannot be acquiredThe restoration treatment process also includes the removal of existing features from historic eras other than the restoration periodAs directed in The Standards, all features from other historic periods must be sufficiently documented before they are removedConditions are also provided under The Standards for the re-creation of lost restoration era building featuresExample: Building 1024 is the best example of restoration efforts on postFeatures like the building’s original copper roof were restored in order to return the building to its World War II era appearanceOther period specific features, like the building’s historic wood siding, were repaired and replaced as needed



Reconstruction

 “The act or process of depicting, by means of new construction, the 
form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving site, landscape, 
building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating its 
appearance at a specific period of time and in its historic location.”  

Tornado debris from original WWII mess hall at Fort 
Leonard Wood (January 2011)

Reconstructed mess hall (April 2012)
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Reconstruction, by definition, is “the act or process of depicting, by means of new construction, the form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving site, landscape, building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating its appearance at a specific period of time and in its historic location.” This treatment is to be undertaken only in the event of destruction of the building beyond repair, such as by flood, tornado, or fire, and no other property conveys the same associative value.The overall philosophy of reconstruction is the same as restorationThe goal is to make building elements appear as they did at a specific time in historyThe difference with reconstruction, however, is that there is virtually no original historic material from which to base new workThere is more room for error with this treatment method as sound physical evidence is often lackingTherefore, this treatment is not as frequently undertaken as the other three alternativesExtensive research for a lost resource must be completed in order to gather sufficient physical and documentary evidence to justify its reconstructionAdditionally, this research will help to ensure the accuracy of the reconstructionSurviving archeological properties should be analyzed in order to identify features of the building and site that are important for an accurate re-creation and must be rebuiltAny surviving historic materials and features should be extensively documented and, when reasonable, incorporated into the building reconstructionActual reconstruction work should focus on achieving an accurate re-creation of the historic building’s physical features, materials, and finishesIt may be allowable to use compatible substitute materials for reconstruction work when traditional materials are not availableIn general, reconstructed buildings must be easily identified as modern re-creations in order to avoid mistaking the structure for a genuinely historic resourceExample: Fort Leonard Wood’s reconstructed World War II mess hall provides a good example of a reconstruction projectThe mess hall was rebuilt in 2012 after a tornado destroyed the original building the year beforeAccess to the original building plans and the simplicity of the building’s composition and layout allowed for an efficient and accurate reconstructionOutdoor interpretive signs for the army installation’s historic district, of which the mess hall is a contributing resource, will be supplemented with a statement about the tornado and will explain that the new building is a reconstruction



Summary

 The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties are designed to provide clarification and 
general guidance for treating historic properties.

 The treatment guidelines are based on The Standards treatment 
methods and are applicable to historic properties.

 Choosing a suitable treatment plan for a historic resource will 
require careful research and planning, as each of the treatment 
alternatives are very different in their individual approach and 
methods.

 The standards and guidelines for each treatment type should be 
closely followed during treatment work in order to prevent damage 
to the resource’s character-defining features and historic integrity.
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Presentation Notes
In summary…READ THE FIRST AND SECOND BULLET POINTS ON THE SLIDEEach of the treatment types covered under the standards and guidelines take very different approaches toward historic building conservation and preservation activitiesREAD THE THIRD BULLET POINT ON THE SLIDEOnce a suitable treatment for a historic resource is chosen and treatment work begins, all activities relating to the project should closely follow the standards and guidelines in order to prevent damage to the resource’s character-defining features and historic integrity
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